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The Quark-Gluon Plasma



QCD + extreme conditions → QGP

’73 - ’74 Gross and Wilczek (PRL 30, PRD 8 ), Politzer (PRL 30, Phys Rep 14): QCD

w/asymptotic freedom/IR slavery

’75 - ’78 + high densities and/or preassures? Collins and Perry (PRL 35) and Susskind,

hot quark soup or plasma-like phase

S. Bethke hep-ex/0211012. P. Zerwas, Eur. Phys. J. C34(2004)41
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QCD + extreme conditions → QGP

Zajc SD-QM2018
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QCD + extreme conditions → QGP

Zajc SD-QM2018
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QCD + extreme conditions → QGP

Zajc SD-QM2018
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QCD + extreme conditions → QGP

I preassure, energy density and entropy density increase dramatically for T & 140 MeV

I smooth crossover Tc = (154± 9) MeV (∼ ionization that forms regular plasma)

I at low T HRG exponential increase of states I at high T ideal gas limit (95π2/60 for energy

density) → free q’s and g’s
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HotQCD Collaboration, PRD90 (2014) 094503
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QCD + extreme conditions → QGP

Tempting to do QGP dynamics with Lattice QCD results above Tc crossover but...

I thermodynamically this system

approaches that of

ideal-non-interacting-gas of q’s and

g’s

I those conclusions would be based

on static picture

I dynamically things look different:

e.g. ideal hydro (zero

viscosity/infinite xsec)
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QGP viscosity (η) in a nutshell

Danielewicz and Gyulassy, PRD31 ’85

strong interactions → large xsecs → small viscosity:

η ∼ 1

3
n 〈p〉λ or η ∼ 〈p〉

3σ

where η transverse momentum diffusion, n number density, 〈p〉 mean

momentum, λ = 1
nσ mean-free path

QGP (high µ or T + asymptotic freedom): system with small particle

correlations and λ� system size
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QGP viscosity (η) in a nutshell

Danielewicz and Gyulassy, PRD31 ’85

small viscosity wrt what? entropy density s

drag force

inertial mass
←→ η

ε+ P
=
(η
s

) 1

T

ε+ P = Ts, thermodynamics at µ = 0

how small can η/s be? A: if 〈p〉λ ∼ ~ and s = 4n (massless non-intn

quanta)

η

s
&

~
4× 3

[
∼ ~

4π
Kovtun, Son, Starinets, PRL 94 ’05

]
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QGP viscosity (η) in a nutshell

how small can η/s be? A: if 〈p〉λ ∼ ~ and s = 4n (massless non-intn quanta)

η

s
&

~
4× 3

[
∼ ~

4π
Kovtun, Son, Starinets, PRL 94 ’05

]

4π kB
~

η
s

QGP

departure

from ideal

hydro

R. Tribble et al. 2013 2007 Long Range Plan, http://science.energy.gov/np/nsac/reports/
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Linearized small viscosity hydro (T &F)

Medium total energy momentum Tµν = Tµν
0 + δTµν

δTµν perturbation

Tµν
0 energy momentum for underlying medium in equilibrium

Small deviations from equilibrium hydro equations

∂µδT
µν = Jν ; ∂µT

µν
0 = 0

Jν source of disturbance: hard probes!!!

Relativistic fluid energy momentum tensor components (small η, null ζ)

δT 00 = δε; δT 0i = g; T ij = δijc
2
s δε−

3

4
Γs(∂ i gj + ∂j gi − 2

3
δij∇ · g)

g hard probe momentum density → medium

δε disturbance energy density

Γs ≡ 4η
3ε0(1+c2

s )
sound attenuation length

cs =
√

1/3 speed of sound
11



Length scales and hydro applicability

Introduction to Hydrodynamics

S. Jeon, U. Heinz, 1503.03931 [hep-ph]

λmfp

λth
vs Lhydro , define Knudsen number

Kn = λmfpLhydro ∼
ηλthLhydro

s
∼ η

s

Lhydro

T
∼ Lhydroτrel

• ideal fluid dynamics: Kn ≈ 0⇔ η
s ≈ 0 or Lhydro ≈ 0

• viscous fluid dynamics: Kn . 1⇔ η
s or Lhydro small

• hydro breaks down: Kn� 1⇔ η
s or Lhydro large. Earlier (expansion)

and later (mfp) stages of HICs!
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Length scales and hydro applicability

Introduction to Hydrodynamics

S. Jeon, U. Heinz, 1503.03931 [hep-ph]

Extended period of applicability vHydro between pre-equilibrium and final

decoupling, ensued by

• strong collective coupling of QGP phase characterized by small

specific
η

s
∼ (2− 3)

4π

• extreme conditions at HICs with extreme expansion rates and very

strong coupling
Lhydro

T
� 1
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Full vHydro for QGP

Heavy Ion Collisions: The Big Picture, and the Big Questions, Busza at al. hep-ph/1802.04801

Small System Collectivity in Relativistic Hadron and Nuclear Collisions, Nagle and Zajc. nucl-ex/1801.03477
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The Standard Model of HICs

Little Bang theory developed in last decade by the nuclear physics

community: time evolution of HICs has distinct epochs

I. Lorentz-contracted nuclei collide with short traversal time (�
1fm/c), energy deposited into medium through predominantly gluon

fields creates inhomogeneous initial condition (in ⊥-plane)

II. Out-of-equilibrium matter needs time to equilibrate: in this time

matter expansion (∼ c) in both long direction and radially in

⊥-plane

III. Matter in nearly equilibrated: vHydro with EoS from lattice QCD, so

deviations from equilibrium through shear/bulk viscosity

IV. Fluid cools to about crossover Tc ∼ 170 MeV and breaks up into

hadrons: use Cooper-Frye freeze-out

V. Hadrons scatter inelastically until chemical freeze-out and scatter

elastically until kinetic freeze-out: produce hadrons in final-state

with momenta as measured experimentally

Small System Collectivity in Relativistic Hadron and Nuclear Collisions, Nagle and Zajc. nucl-ex/1801.03477
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Open issues: pQCD to get η/s

I η/s persistence anisotropy in Tµν and inefficiency of dissipation

I QGP pert picture: quasiparticle excitations with p ∼ T , anisotropy arises from dist in p-space

I scattering/splitting relaxes Tµν towards its equilibrium value

I challenge: determine (at NLO) the exact form of the collision operator that enables system

relaxation: 2→ 2 scatt 1→ 2 split

(∂t + p̂ · ∇x)fs (x, p, t) = −C 2→2
s [f ]− C 1→2

s [f ], where f (x, p, t) = dN/d3xd3p phase space dist

for q, q̄, g

QCD Shear Viscosity at (almost) NLO. Ghiglieri, Moore and Teaney. JHEP 1803 (’18). hep-ph/1802.0953

Effective kinetic theory for high temperature gauge theories. Arnold, Moore and Yaffe. JHEP 0301 (’03) hep-ph/0209353).
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QCD phase transitions



Phase transitions

• transformation of a substance from one matter state to another

• transformation as a result of variations of external conditions such as

pressure, temperature, etc

• during phase transition some quantities change, often in a

discontinuous manner

Rajagopal at http://alicematters.web.cern.ch/ 17



Phase transitions

When does a phase transition happen?

• In technical terms, they occur when the free energy is

non-analytic (one of its derivatives diverges) for some values of

the thermodynamical variables.

• They result from the interaction of a large number of particles

and in general it does not occur when the system is very small or

has a small number of particles.

• On the phase transition lines the free energies in both phases

coincide.

• Some times it is possible to change the state of a substance without

crossing a phase transition line. Under these conditions one talks

about a crossover transition.
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Phase transitions: characteristics of a phase diagram
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Phase transitions in general

1. Discontinuous PT are characterised by a discontinuous change in

entropy at a fixed temperature. The change in entropy corresponds

to latent heat L = T∆S . Examples are solid-liquid and liquid-gas

transitions at temperatures below the critical temperature.

2. Continuous PT involve a continuous change in entropy, which means

there is no latent heat. Examples are liquid-gas transitions at

temperatures above the critical temperature, metal-superconductor

transitions and many magnetic ordering transitions.
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Phase transitions à la Ehrenfest

The order of a transition is the order of the lowest differential of free

energy which shows a discontinuity:

• First order: First derivative of free energy is discontinuous. Boiling

water: discontinuity in the density, i.e. derivative of free energy

with respect to chemical potential. [under general classification:

discontinous PT]

• Second order: First derivative is continuous. Second derivative is

discontinuous. Ferromagnetism: The magnetization, i.e. the

derivative of the free energy with respect to the external field is

continuous. The susceptibility, i.e. the derivative of the

magnetization with respect to the external field, is discontinuous.

[under general classification: continous PT]
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Phase transitions: modern classification

• First order: Involve

latent heat. System

absorbs or releases heat

at a constant

temperature. Phases

coexist. Some parts

have completed the

transition and some

others haven‘t.

• Second order: They are

continuous transitions.

Susceptibilities diverge,

correlation lengths

become large.
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Phase transition and η/s (LσM)

A. Dobado et al, Phys.Rev. D80 (2009) 114015
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Phase transition and η/s (model vs HICs simulation)

J. Rose at al, Phys.Rev. C97 (2018) no.5, 055204
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Phase transition and hadron spectra

Consider an ideal gas of identical neutral scalar particles of mass m0

contained in a box volume V and assume Boltzmann statistics. The

partition function is given by

Z(T ,V ) =
∑

N

1

N!

[
V

(2π)3

∫
d3p exp

{
−
√
p2 + m2

0

T

}]N

⇒ lnZ(T ,V ) =
VTm2

0

2π2
K2(mi/T )

ε(T ) = − 1

V

∂ lnZ(T ,V )

∂(1/T )

T�m0−→ 3

π2
T 4 energy density

n(T ) = − 1

V

∂ lnZ(T ,V )

∂(V )

T�m0−→ 1

π2
T 3 particle density

ω(T ) =
ε(T )

n(T )
' 3T average energy per particle

higher system energy ε, higher T , more (n) energetic (ω) constituents!
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Phase transition and hadron spectra

Now, this ideal gas of hadrons includes resonances. The partition

function is given by

lnZ(T ,V ) =
∑
i=0

VTm2
i

2π2
ρ(mi )︸ ︷︷ ︸

weight for state mi

K2(mi/T )

Crucial point is to determine ρ(mi ), i.e. how many states of mass mi

are there?

Hagedorn ρ(m) ∝ exp
{
m/TH

}
, where TH ' 0.19 GeV

R. Hagedorn, Suppl. Nuovo Cim. 3, 147 (1965); CERN preprint No. CERN 71-12 (1971); CERN preprint No. CERN-TH.7190/94
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Hadron mass spectrum and Hagedorn temperature

ρ(m) ∝ exp
{
m/TH

}
, where TH ' 0.19GeV

“The Hagedorn hypothesis of the exp growth of the number of hadronic resonances with mass, is

one of the most fund issues in part phys. This expression has gained a lot of attention due to its

appealing simplicity, fund character, support from the exp data and theoretical approaches, as well

as because of its relevance to the pheno of particle production, in particular concerning the possible

phase transition from the had gas to the QGP”, W. Broniowski etal, Phys.Rev. D70 (2004) 27



Hadron mass spectrum and Hagedorn temperature

Jacquelyn Noronha-Hostler, YSTAR2016, arXiv:1612.07765 [nucl-th]

PDG16 *-****
PDG16 **-****
PDG05
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• 1960s Hagedorn fit with data up to ∆(1232)

• with PDG (2016) hadrons were measured up to m ∼ 2.5 GeV

• mass range that demonstrates an exp increasing mass spectrum has

expanded significantly from the 1960s
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Hadron mass spectrum and Hagedorn temperature

Jacquelyn Noronha-Hostler, YSTAR2016, arXiv:1612.07765 [nucl-th]

• gaps in spectrum could be filled by missing states?

• variations in TH by species?

• effects on bulk observables?
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Phase transition and hadron spectra (finite µB)

The exponential growth of the density of states should be balanced by

the Boltzmann factor

exp
{ m

TH
− m

T

}
TH plays the role of a limiting temperature above which the hadronic

description breaks down.

• Apply the argument to estimate the critical line at finite µB .

• The density of baryon states ρ(mB ) ∝ exp
{
mB/T

H
B

}
is balanced by

the Boltzmann factor exp {−(mB − µB )/T}.
• The limiting temperature at finite µB :T = (1− µB/mB )TH

B

BEFORE: higher system energy ε, higher T , more (n) energetic (ω)

constituents!

NOW: A fixed temperature limit exists, T −→ TH , momentum of the

constituents does not continue to increase, more species of ever heavier

particles appear
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Phase diagram from chiral symmetry restoration

We expect a phase transition from a state with heavy constituent quarks

to another with light current quarks: a chiral phase transition

〉 the QCD vacuum is

medium responsible for

non-pert quark mass

〉 in hot and/or dense

energetic matter, quarks turn

bare at finite T and µ the

QCD PD can be studied

from PoV of chiral symmetry

restoration

〉 the order parameter is the

chiral condensate 〈ψψ〉
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Phase diagram from chiral symmetry restoration

We expect a phase transition from a state with heavy constituent quarks

to another with light current quarks: a chiral phase transition

• the order parameter is the chiral condensate 〈ψψ〉
In vacuum 〈ψψ〉0 = −(0.24 GeV)3. This value sets the scale for

the critical temperature of chiral restoration.

In χPT at low T and low nB

〈ψψ〉T/〈ψψ〉0 = 1− T 2/(8f 2
π )− T 4/(384f 4

π )

〈ψψ〉nB
/〈ψψ〉0 = 1− σπNnB/(f 2

πm
2
π)− . . .

fπ ' 93 MeV, is the pion decay constant

σπN = 40 MeV, is the π − N sigma term

The result indicates that the condensate melts at finite T and nB !
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Chiral transition and hadronization
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Chiral transition and hadronization

• Hadron multiplicities established very close to the phase boundary:

Statistical model

nj =
gj

2π2

∫ ∞
0

p2dp
[
exp

{√
p2 + M2

j /Tch − µch

}
± 1
]−1

• From the hadron side, abundances due to multi-particle collisions

whose importance is enhanced due to high particle density in

the phase transition region. Collective phenomena play an

important role.

• Since the multi-particle scattering rates fall-off rapidly, the

experimentally determined chemical freeze-out is a good

measure of the phase transition temperature.
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Statistical model and particle abundances
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Statistical model and particle abundances

Statistical model for central collisions: µB ∼ 1/
√
sNN (S. Tiwari et al Adv.High

Energy Phys. 2013 (2013))

• current collider based experiments where the highest energies are

reached, such as the LHC and RHIC, the bayon chemical potential

associated to the reaction is the smallest

• increase of the degree of transparency of colliding nuclear matter

with collision energy, whereby in the interaction zone, the energy

deposited produces roughly an equal number of particles and

antiparticles

• when the collision energy decreases, the transparency decreases and

the reaction zone becomes baryon richer
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Transition features (µ = 0)

• analytic (no divergences in thermodynamic quantities) crossover for

µ = 0, no symm to break but it would be a real PT for massless quarks

• perhaps first 1st order PT turns into a 2nd order PT somewhere in the

middle of the phase diagram
37
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Is there a Critical End Point? (CEP)

• Most of the effective models suggest the existence of a QCDcritical point

(µCEP,TCEP) somewhere in the middle of the phase diagram where the

crossover line becomes a first order transition line.

• Signals are and will be looked for in current and future facilities. 39
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Analysis tools: Fluctuations of conserved quantities

• A powerful tool to experimentally locate the CEP is the study of

event-by-event fluctuations in relativistic heavy-ion collisions

Fluctuations are sensitive to the early thermal properties of the

created medium. In particular, the possibility to detect non

Gaussian fluctuations in conserved charges is one of the central

topics in this field

• Let n(x) be the density of a given charge Q in the phase space

described by the set of variables x . These quantities are related by

Q =

∫
V

dx n(x)

• where V is the total phase space volume available. When the

measurement of Q is performed over the volume V in a thermal

system, we speak of a thermal fluctuation
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Analysis tools: Fluctuations of conserved quantities

• For example, the variance of Q is given

〈δQ2〉V = 〈(Q − 〈Q〉V )2〉V =

∫
V

dx1dx2〈δn(x1)δn(x2)〉

• The integrand on the right-hand side is called a correlation

function, whereas the left-hand side is called a (second order)

fluctuation

We see that fluctuations are closely related to correlation functions

In relativistic heavy-ion collisions, fluctuations are measured on an

event-by-event basis in which the number of some charge or particle

species is counted in each event
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Analysis tools: Cumulant generating function

• The relation with thermodynamics comes through the partition

function Z, which is the fundamental object

The partition function is also the moment generating function and

therefore the cumulant generating function is given by lnZ
• Cumulants are extensive quantities. Consider the number N of a

conserved quantity in a volume V in a grand canonical ensemble. It

can be shown that its cumulant of order n can be written as

〈Nn〉c,V = χnV

where χn are called the generalized susceptibilities
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Analysis tools: Cumulant generating function

Non-Gaussian fluctuations are signaled by non-vanishing higher order

cumulants

skewness S and curtosis κ

the former measures the asymmetry of the distribution function, the

latter measures its sharpness
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Analysis tools: Cumulant generating function

When the stochastic variable x is normalized to the square root of the

variance, σ, such that x → x̃ = x/σ, the skewness and the kurtosis are

given as the third and fourth-order cummulants:

S = 〈x̃3〉c , κ = 〈x̃4〉c .

X. Luo, STAR Collaboration, PoS CPOD2014 (2015) 019
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Analysis tool: Fluctuations of conserved quantities

• Experimentally it is easier to measure the central moments M:

M ijk
BQS = 〈(B − 〈B〉)i (Q − 〈Q〉)j (S − 〈S〉)k〉.

• On the other hand, derivatives of lnZ with respect to the chemical

potentials give the susceptibilities χ:

χijk
BQS =

∂ i+k+j (P/T 4)

∂ i (µB/T )∂j (µQ/T )∂k (µS/T )
; P =

T

V
lnZ.

If fluctuations of conserved charges in HICs are well described by hadron

dof in equilibrium, their cumulants should be consistent with models,

such as the Hadron Resonance Gas (HRG) model

If fluctuations deviate from those in the HRG model, they can be used as

experimental signals of non-hadron and/or non-thermal physics

Near the CEP, higher order cumulants behave anomalously, in particular,

they change sign near the critical point. They are also sensitive to the

increase of correlation lengths ξ
46
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Summary of CEP position

• M. A. Stephanov, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A20 (2005) 4387-4392
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Summary of CEP position

Reference TCEP µCEP

C. Shi, et al. 0.85 Tc 1.11 Tc

G. A. Contrera, et al. 69.9 MeV 319.1 MeV

T. Yokota, et al. 5.1 MeV 286.7 MeV

S. Sharma 145-155 MeV >2 TCEP

J. Knaute, et al. 112 MeV 204 MeV

N. G. Antoniou, et al. 119-162 MeV 84-86 MeV

Z. F. Cui, et al. 38 MeV 245 MeV

P. Kovács and G. Wolf >133.3 MeV

R. Rougemont, et al. <130 MeV >133.3 MeV

A. Ayala, et al. 18-45 MeV 315-349 MeV
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Dedicated experiments to explore QCD phase diagram
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Heavy ion collision signatures

and observables



HIC evolution and signatures
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Summary of macroscopic characteristics of fireball

• Temperature: 100 – 500 MeV

• Volume: 1 – 5 ×103 fm3

• Lifetime: 10 – 20 fm/c

• Pressure: 100 – 300 MeV/fm3

• Density: 1 – 10 ρ0 (ρ0 = 0.17 fm−3 normal nuclear density)

These properties are extracted from observables optimized to

probe evolution of the system during the different stages of the

collision.
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Space-time evolution of a HIC
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HIC evolution

• Initially, dense gluon fields create a strongly interacting medium.

Initial state described by the Color Glass Condensate.

• Medium rapidly expands and thermalizes.

• QGP continues to expand and eventually cools down below Tc ' 155

MeV where it hadronizes and becomes a hadron-resonance gas.

• At a very similar temperature (known as chemical freeze-out

temperature T chem), particle composition is fixed.

• After chemical freeze-out, particles continue to interact. Only their

momentum distributions are affected since their energy is below the

inelastic reaction threshold.

• Hadrons cese to interact at a kinetic freeze out temperature

T kin ' 95 MeV, and they have developed a radial flow velocity
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Hydrodynamics provides good description of bulk properties

• At low pT < 2 GeV/c, bulk matter dynamics is well described by

relativistic hydrodynamical models.

• A large fraction of all particles is produced in this pT regime.

• The produced bulk medium behaves like an almost perfect fluid

with a value of shear viscosity to entropy ration η/s close to its

lower theoretical value.

• The medium is opaque to hard probes, quenching their energy.
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Key inputs in HICs

The systematic study of heavy-ion collisions requires:

• Collision energy per nucleon
√
sNN , that can be varied by changing

the beam energy.

• Overlap area of colliding nuclei, or alternatively collision centrality,

usually given as a percentage of the geometrical cross section.

• Npart is estimated as an average over a given centrality range using a

model describing the geometry of the collisions: Glauber model.

• nPDFs, nFFs, jets (in vaccum and in a medium)

• and more!
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PDFs vs nPDFs

Review: Nuclear parton distribution functions, Petja Paakkinen, Frascati Phys.Ser. (2017) 33-40, arXiv:1802.05927

PDFs defined in the context of collinear factorization theorem:

dσAB→k+X Q�ΛQCD
=

∑
i,j,X ′

f A
i (Q2)⊗ dσ̂ij→k+X ′

(Q2)⊗ f B
j (Q2) + O(1/Q2)

Asymptotic freedom of QCD, allows for a pQCD calculation of dσ̂ij→k+X ′

but the PDFs f A
i , f B

j contain long-range physics and cannot be obtained

by perturbative means.

However, PDFs are universal, process independent, and obey the DGLAP

equations

Q2 ∂fi
∂Q2

=
∑

j

Pij ⊗ fj

with splitting functions Pij governing the scale evolution.
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PDFs vs nPDFs

Review: Nuclear parton distribution functions, Petja Paakkinen, Frascati Phys.Ser. (2017) 33-40, arXiv:1802.05927

For a nucleus A with Z protons and N = A− Z neutrons, it is convenient

to write

f A
i (x ,Q2) =

Z

A
f
p/A

i (x ,Q2) +
N

A
f
n/A

i (x ,Q2),

where f
p/A

i are the PDFs of a bound proton and the neutron contents

f
n/A

i are obtained from f
p/A

i via isospin symmetry.

DIS experiments reveal that the bound nucleon PDFs are not the same

as those of a free proton, but are modified in a nontrivial way.

This observation has lead to global analyses of nPDFs.
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Selection of global nPDF analyses

Review: Nuclear parton distribution functions, Petja Paakkinen, Frascati Phys.Ser. (2017) 33-40, arXiv:1802.05927
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Effective temperature from photon spectra

γ’s only EM intns: traverse the medium from which they are emitted

without further intn

γ’s emitted at all the collisions stages: spectra is access point to the

evolution of the fireball and T

To compare with data, use effective temperature Teff , in the low pT

region, is the measured spectra inverse logaritmic slope

dN

pT dy dpT
∝ e
− pT

Teff

• Teff = 211± 19 MeV in 0-20% Au-Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200

GeV at RHIC

• Teff = 304± 51 MeV in 0-40% Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76

TeV at LHC

• Teff > Tc = 155− 170 MeV: rad from had at T < Tc but due to a

strong radial flow the emission spectrum is blueshifted to Teff > Tc
60



ALICE Collaboration, Phys.Lett. B754 (2016)

Photons shine through the QGP unaffected by strong interactions.

Inverse slope at low pT gives Teff ' 300 MeV. 61



γ’s as thermometer

C. Shen, Nucl.Phys. A956 (2016)

inverse slope of thermal photon spectrum emitted from hydro fluid cells as a

function of local temperature

thermal photons emitted from T < 250 MeV received a significant blue-shift

from hydro flow

ALICE Teff = (304± 11stat ± 40sys) MeV in 0-20% Pb+Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV
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direct γ’s flow “puzzle”

C. Shen, Nucl.Phys. A956 (2016)

direct γ: “hard”photons (from hard scattering), dominant at high-pT and described by NLO

pQCD + photons from thermal emission of the QGP and hadronic phase, dominant at low-pT

inverse slope of thermal photon spectrum emitted from hydro fluid cells as a function of local

temperature

thermal photons emitted from T < 250 MeV received a significant blue-shift from hydro flow

ALICE Teff = (304± 11stat ± 40sys) MeV in 0-20% Pb+Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV 63



Charged hadron multiplicity at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV, Pb+Pb

K Aamodt et al, ALICE Collaboration Phys.Rev.Lett. 105 (2010) 252301. New version, 28 Sep 2017 in e-Print: arXiv:1011.3916 [nucl-ex]
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Elliptic flow

dN

d(φ−ΨR )
= N0 [1 + 2v1(pT ) cos(φ−ΨR ) + 2v2(pT ) cos(2(φ−ΨR )) . . .]

cos(2(φ−ΨR )) maximum for (φ−ΨR ) = 0, π,

dN/d(φ−ΨR ) maximum for (φ−ΨR ) = 0, π provided v2(pT ) > 0
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v2 and scaling

At RHIC energies, it was reported that at intermediate pT if both v2 and

pT were scaled by the number of constituent quarks nq, the various

identified hadrons follow an approximate common behavior.

Scaling was interpreted as a signature that quark coalescence was a

dominant hadronization mechanism in this momentum domain and also

as the onset of the quark dof importance during the early stages of

heavy-ion collisions, when collective flow develops.

However, recent ALICE data shows that scaling, if any, is only

approximate, for all centrality intervals.
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v2 and scaling

F. Noferini (ALICE Collaboration), Eur. Phys. Jour. Web of Conf. 90, 08005 (2015)
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v2: expt vs hydro
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γ’s as viscometer

C Shen, et al, Nucl.Phys. A932 (2014)

Prediction: using ebe vHydro simulations shows that η/s suppresses soft

photon vn.
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Angular correlations

∆η,∆φ distributions contain two important features:

1. A peak around (∆η,∆φ) = (0, 0) (near side peak from jets)

2. Long-range correlations called ridges (collective phenomena)

Similar structures observed in “small reference systems”.

Main possible explanations: hydrodynamics and/or gluon saturation of

the initial state (CGC).
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Angular correlations
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RAA and quenching

nuclear modification factor: RAA(pT ) =
1

〈Ncol〉

dNAA(pT )
dpT

dNpp(pT )
dpT

hadron species show quenching 72



RAA and nPDFs

The relation of the bound-proton PDFs with respect to free-proton PDFs

f pi is often expressed in terms of the nuclear modification factors

RA
i (x ,Q2) =

f
p/A

i (x ,Q2)

f pi (x ,Q2)
.
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Jet quenching
Korinna Zapp at QM 2018
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Jet quenching Korinna Zapp at QM 2018
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Jet quenching Korinna Zapp at QM 2018
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Jet quenching
Korinna Zapp at QM 2018
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Jet quenching
Korinna Zapp at QM 2018
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Elliptic flow and e-loss
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Energy loss connected to elliptic flow

• A significant positive v ch jet

2 is observed in semi-central collisions.

• No significant pT dependence can be observed.

• Clear relationship between jet suppression (RAA) and initial

nuclear geometry (v2).

• The relationship confirms not only the existence of the medium but

also the expectation that jet suppression is strongest in the

out-of-plane direction where partons traverse the largest amount

of hot matter.
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Where does the quenched-jet energy go?

as a function of AJ =
PT,1−PT,2

PT,1+PT,2

S. Chatrchyan et al. (CMS Collaboration), Phys. Rev. C 84, 024906 (2011). 81



Missing pT

Missing momentum inside away jet, define average missing pT :
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Missing pT

• The momentum in the away-side is obtained for tracks around the

sub-leading jet within a cone aperture larger than the jet cone.

• Data show that the contribution to the momentum around the

leading cone comes mostly from tracks with pT > 8 GeV.

• This momentum is balanced by the combined contributions

from tracks with 0.5 < pT < 8 GeV outside the away-side jet

cone with ∆φ < π/6.
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Heavy flavors in the QGP

• Heavy flavors are produced by initial hard-scattering processes at

time scales of order τ ∼ 0.07 fm for charm and τ ∼ 0.02 fm for

bottom

• These times are short compared to QGP formation (τ0 ∼ 0.1− 1

fm).

• Heavy flavors experience the full QGP evolution: good probe!

• At the LHC, the production cross section is much larger than at

RHIC, thus heavy flavors can be studied more systematically.

No time to review! check-out Shuang Li and collaborators Phys. Rev. C

98, 014909 (2018)
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Summary and open questions



Summary

Heavy Ion Collisions: The Big Picture, and the Big Questions by W. Busza et. al. Ann. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. 2018. 68:149

1. We use HICs to the simplest form of complex matter, described by the fundamental laws of

QCD: a super hot liquid that filled the microseconds old universe, making it the first

complex matter to form as well as the source of all protons and neutrons.

2. ∼ 1 fm/c, the matter and entropy produced in a HIC forms a droplet of strongly coupled

QGP, evolving according to rHydro with very small specific viscosity

3. QGP is neither a collection of hadrons nor a nearly free gas of q’s and g’s: colored quarks

are free to diffuse and are not confined, but at the same time they are always very strongly

coupled with their neighbors in the liquid

4. rHydro evolution converts spatial anisotropies into momentum anisotropy, giving us a direct

experimental probe of both the spatial geometry, which is the source of the anisotropies, and

the viscosity, which seeks to dissipate them.

5. QGP is very lumpy when it forms and as it expands and cools, as the lumps smooth out the

resulting momentum anisotropies persist because the specific viscosity of QGP is small.

6. QGP is probed at a broad range of length scales by jet quenching: the rapid loss of energy

by highly energetic partons traversing QGP

7. There is a wealth of experimental data, from longitudinal rapidity and transverse momentum

distributions to quark flavor, and from two particle to multiparticle correlations, which are

surprisingly similar across a variety of colliding systems spanning three orders of magnitude

in both volume and energy.
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Big questions

Heavy Ion Collisions: The Big Picture, and the Big Questions by W. Busza et. al. Ann. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. 2018. 68:149

1. How does QGP form and hydrodynamize within 1 fm/c?

2. What can we learn about the timescales and dynamics of hydrodynamization, and hence

QGP formation, by analyzing the wakes that jets leave behind as they traverse a droplet of

QGP?

3. What are the limits of the applicability of hydrodynamics?

4. How does a strongly coupled liquid emerge when QGP is analyzed with a spatial resolution

of order 1/T or coarser, given that because QCD is asymptotically free what you will see at

much finer resolution is weakly coupled quarks and gluons?

5. If we can understand how QGP emerges from an asymptotically free gauge theory, can we

use this understanding to obtain general lessons about how complex forms of matter emerge

from simple underlying laws?

6. How can we relate measurements of the gluon distribution in nuclei made at a future

Electron Ion Collider to the distribution of the energy density across the transverse plane

immediately after a heavy ion collision quantitatively?

7. Can we obtain an expt determination, even indirectly, of the T of the matter produced in

HICs at a time at which we can also determine its energy density?

8. How do the hydrodynamics of QGP and the thermodynamics of its transition to hadronic

matter as it cools change as QGP is doped with an excess of quarks over antiquarks?

9. Can we explain the distribution of ε and s (particle multiplicity) as a function of y in HICs

over a wide range of collision energies from first principle computations? Ditto for

hadronization, and in particular can we explain why hadronization produces hadrons in

chemical equilibrium? More generally, why are many bulk phenomena so similar for AA, pA,

pp, over an enormous range of collision energies? 86



¡Gracias!
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